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The low-field density peak in helicon discharges
Francis F. Chena)
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~Received 10 December 2002; accepted 21 March 2003!

Although the densityn in helicon discharges increases monotonically with magnetic fieldB for B
larger than a few hundred gauss, as expected from theory, a pronounced density peak is often
observed atB;50 G or below. A peak in antenna loading is indeed found in computations using a
fluid code as long as reflections from an endplate are taken into account. Various tests show that this
peak is caused by constructive interference from the reflected wave. This effect can be used in the
design of compact helicon plasma injectors. In addition, it can be the cause of density enhancements
previously observed using cusped magnetic fields or aperture limiters. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1575755#
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I. BACKGROUND

Helicon discharges have drawn interest because they
convert radiofrequency~rf! energy into plasma density mor
efficiently than other rf plasma sources. In general,n in-
creases almost linearly with dc magnetic fieldB, but this
dependence is violated at lowB, where n(B) has a local
peak forB around 10–50 G andn of order 1012 cm23. This
low-B peak was first detected in our earliest experiments
helicons1 ~Fig. 1! and has subsequently been seen in alm
all helicon discharges in this range ofn and B. This effect
has also been seen in the downstream plasma created
7-tube array of helicon sources2 ~Fig. 2!. Though unex-
plained for over 10 years, this feature has a practical ap
cation in rf sources for fabrication of semiconductor circui
since the low value ofB would make helicon reactors quit
economical, and the densities are in a convenient range
natural frequencies of the plasma match the 13–27 MHz
these experiments at fields between 10 and 100 G. The c
est is the lower-hybrid resonance,3,4 but this would occur at
4500 G under our conditions. A search for resonant phen
ena using a helicon code with finite ion mass~Sec. II!
yielded only smooth curves in the low-B region. Only when
endplates were added to the code did we see the first sig
a low-B effect in the theory. The purpose of this paper is
show that the low-B peak is probably caused by reflectio
from endplates and therefore can easily be designed
helicon sources used to inject plasma into a proces
chamber.

II. COMPUTATIONS

A low-B peak in plasma loading of an rf antenna
predictable by helicon codes as long as wave reflection f
endplates is included. The code used here is theHELIC code
of Arnush,5 which is similar to many other collisiona
codes6–11 used for helicon waves in that the plasma is rep
sented by a cold-plasma dielectric tensor. The tw
dimensional~2-D! HELIC code treats radial density profile

a!Electronic mail: ffchen@ee.ucla.edu
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and coupling to the most common antennas, but the
B-field must be uniform. In the latest version, the anten
can be located at an arbitrary position between endpla
which can be conducting or insulating. The results obtain
here should be reproducible by any of the other similar co
with these features.

The starting geometry for the computations is shown
Fig. 3, and variations from this configuration will be studie
The plasma has a radiusa55 cm, and the antenna is a thi
shell of radius 6 cm. The system is bounded by a conduc
shell at a large radius of, say, 15 cm. The antenna is a si
m50 loop located atd510 cm from the nearer endplate
which is an insulator. The other end is far away~200 cm! to
simulate injection into an unbounded volume. When them
50 antenna is replaced by anm51 antenna of finite length
d is the distance from the midplane of the antenna to
endplate. The standard density profile is flat, with a roll-off
the edges, as is often found in experiment. This profile
shown by the heavy solid line in Fig. 4, as compared w
parabolic and uniform profiles. Unless otherwise specifi
standard conditions aren(0)51012 cm23 andB5100 G.

Figure 5 shows the spectrum of energy deposition
axial wavenumberk in the standard configuration withn
51012 cm23 on axis andB550 G. S(k) is the plasma re-
sponse at eachk, and P(k) is the net absorption including
the antenna spectrum. The two peaks correspond to the
two radial modes ofm50 helicon waves. Figure 6 is th
radial distribution of power deposition for the same con
tions. A large peak inP(r ) near the periphery due to th
Trivelpiece–Gould~TG! mode5 is seen, as is normal. Thi
peak would be even larger when weighted byr to account
for the solid angle. Figure 7 is the power deposition vsz,
with the insulating endplate at the left. Form50 it is seen
that P(z) peaks under the antenna and decays downstr
with a scalelength of about 20 cm. The peak would be dow
stream from the antenna with anm511 helical antenna,
which launches waves in a preferred direction. The fields
the left of the antenna are enhanced by waves reflected f
the endplate.
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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III. RESULTS

The low-B peak is clearly seen in computations of t
plasma resistanceR, in ohms, vsB at various densities in the
standard configuration~Fig. 8!. Each point on these curves
computed as follows. For givenk, a fourth-order differential
equation inr is solved for the wave fields at thatk, and
integration over thek-spectrum gives the total wave field
Integration ofJ"E over the plasma volume then gives th
plasma loading. As a check,J"E in the antenna is also ca
culated; it agrees to within,1%. A clear peak inR is seen
for 231011,n,231012 cm23. At higher densities, the
peak moves to higher fields and becomes indistinct. T
behavior is also observed in the experimental data of F
2~b!. In the density range where the peak is distinct, it occ
at aB-field increasing linearly withn.

FIG. 1. Low-B density peaks observed in 2-cm diam helicon discharges~a!
in 1989 and~b! in 1991, and~c! in a 4-cm discharge in 1992~Ref. 1!.
Downloaded 17 Jun 2003 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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FIG. 2. The low-B peak observed in a 7-tube array of helicon sources at~a!
low and ~b! high Prf for m50 antennas at 8 mTorr of Ar and 13.56 MH
~Ref. 2!. The peak is not seen at higherPrf ~higher density!.

FIG. 3. Starting geometry used in the computations.

FIG. 4. Radial density profiles assumed in the computations. The he
curve is the standard one used in most cases.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2588 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Francis F. Chen
The curves of Fig. 8, however, are not those observe
experiment because they give the plasma resistance, no
density. The latter can be predicted only by codes that
clude ionization, diffusion, and circuit losses; but a gene
scaling law is given in Sec. IV. As the loading changesn
would change at fixed powerPrf and B, and the plasma
would jump to a curve of differentn. An alternative repre-
sentation is shown in Fig. 9, whereR is plotted againstn for
fixed B. Consider, for instance, the curve at 50 G, where
peak inR is at nmax, say. If n.nmax, the energy deposition
falls, and n will fall back towards nmax. If n,nmax, the
decrease inR will cause n to fall further. Thus, only the
high-n side of each peak is stable, and the dc value on
depends on the available powerPrf . When the damping is
lowered by decreasing the pressure, the low-B peak becomes
sharper, as one would expect.

The cause of the low-B peak is certainly not the lower
hybrid resonance, which occurs at much higher fields
could be due to a resonance between the helicon and
waves, which could have similar radial wavelengths at l
B. It could also be due to constructive interference betw
the forward wave and the wave reflected from the endpl
To distinguish between these two possibilities, several
runs were made. Figure 10 shows the effect of changing

FIG. 5. Thek-spectra of waves excited in the standard configuration.S(k)
is the plasma response, andP(k) is the convolution ofS(k) with the an-
tenna spectrum.

FIG. 6. Energy deposition per unit area vs radius~standard configuration!.
Downloaded 17 Jun 2003 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
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density profile. Both the position and the magnitude of t
peak are sensitive ton(r ), suggesting that the TG resonan
may be responsible. However, Fig. 11 shows that chang
the endplate from insulating to conducting greatly chan
the nature of the low-B peak, suggesting that reflection from
the end is responsible. Figure 12 provides a definitive t
As the loop antenna is moved from 10 cm to 5 cm in front
the endplate, the low-B peak is changed; and if the plate
removed altogether, the peak no longer exists. There a
number of small peaks which appear in that case, and th
could be due to the TG effect.

FIG. 7. Energy deposition vsz ~standard configuration!. The line is the
position of the single loop antenna.

FIG. 8. Plasma loading resistance vsB for ~a! low and~b! high values ofn.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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In Fig. 13 we compare the performance of anm50 loop
antenna with those of a half-wavelength helical~HH10! m
511 antenna and a Nagoya Type III~N3! m561 antenna
in the low field region. The HH10 antenna is 10 cm long a
centered atd510 cm from the endplate. The low-B peak is
barely noticeable with it. This can be understood because
antenna launches only a very weakm521 mode towards
the endplate, so that the reflected wave is very small. The
antenna, on the other hand, is bidirectional, launching str
m511 waves in both directions; hence the low-B peak is
more noticeable. The directionality of the HH10 antenna
clearly seen in Fig. 14, which shows how the energy de
sition is distributed alongB. WhenB is reversed so that th
m511 mode is directed to the left, the peak absorption is
the endplate, and the total loading is not as large as when
mode is directed downstream. Changing the lengths and
sitions of them51 antennas does not improve their low-B
performance. It appears that them50 loop antenna produce
the largest low-B peak.

IV. RELATION BETWEEN LOADING AND DENSITY

These computations of plasma resistance are releva
the density peaks observed because there is a nearly l
relation between them at constantPrf . The basic principles
can be found in textbooks;12,13 here it will suffice to give a
0-dimensional treatment to show the scaling. LetPpl be the
rf power deposited in the plasma. In steady state, it m

FIG. 9. The low-B peak vsn at constantB.

FIG. 10. The low-B peak with differentn(r ) under standard conditions:~j!
Standard profile,~l! uniform plasma, and~s! parabolic profile.
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balance the energy losses. In helicon experiments, elect
are magnetically confined, but argon ions are not. The sig
the radialE-field suggests that ambipolar diffusion does n
occur;14 rather, the ions diffuse out freely, and the electro
find a way to follow, crossing theB-field either at the end-
plates or via high-frequency turbulence. Hence, the total fl
of ion–electron pairs out of the plasma is given by the i
flux at the sheath edge, about 0.5ncsA, whereA is the sur-
face area of the discharge,cs is the Bohm velocity~acoustic
velocity!, and'0.5n is the density at the sheath edge. Ea
ion carries with it an energyWi50.5KTe1eVsh, where
0.5KTe is its energy entering the sheath, andeVsh'4.5 eV is
the sheath drop, so thatWi'5KTe . Each electron carries ou
2KTe , including its motion parallel to the wall.12 More im-
portant are the energy losses due to inelastic collisions w
the particles are in the plasma. The energy expended in
ating each electron–ion pair includes not only the ionizat
energy but also all the energy lost to line radiation, on av
age, before the ionization event. This energy, called12 Ec , is
obtained by summing over all transitions and their probab
ties and is a function ofKTe . This curve can be fit with the
following function in the rangeTeV51 – 10 eV, whereTeV is
KTe in eV:

Ec522.96 exp~3.68/TeV
1.61!. ~1!

To balance these losses,Ppl must be

FIG. 11. Effect of the endplate material on the low-B peak.

FIG. 12. Effect of antenna position on the low-B peak.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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2590 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 6, June 2003 Francis F. Chen
Ppl50.5ncsAeff~Wi1We1Ec!

50.5ncs1AeffTeV
1/2~5TeV12TeV1Ec!, ~2!

whereAeff is an effective area depending onr andz profiles,
andcs1 is the acoustic velocity at 1 eV. Using Eq.~1!, we can
write

Ppl50.5ncs1AeffF~Te!, ~3!

where

F~Te!5TeV
1/2@7TeV122.96 exp~3.68/TeV

1.61!#. ~4!

This function is shown in Fig. 15.
The value ofTeV is determined by ionization balance

The total number of ions created per second is

dN

dt
5Veffnnn^sv& ion , ~5!

whereVeff is an effective volume,nn the neutral density, and
^sv& ion the ionization probability~a steep function ofTe).
The ion loss rate at the Bohm rate is

2
dN

dt
50.5ncsAeff . ~6!

Equating these yields

FIG. 13. Comparison of anm50 loop antenna~j! with m51 helical~l!
and Nagoya Type III~s! antennas.

FIG. 14. Axial distribution of absorbed power for the 10-cm half-helic
antenna launching them511 mode to the right~j! and to the left~s!. The
antenna lies between the vertical lines.R is the plasma resistance in eac
case.
Downloaded 17 Jun 2003 to 128.97.88.10. Redistribution subject to AIP
nnn^sv& ionVeff50.5ncsAeff . ~7!

The plasma densityn cancels out, and for a long, thin cylin
der of radiusa, Aeff /Veff is of order 2/a. We thus have

nn' f ~Te!/a, where f ~Te![
cs

^sv& ion
. ~8!

After convertingnn to pressurep0 in mTorr, this relation is
shown in Fig. 16. In the relevant pressure range 3–40 mT
it is seen thatKTe varies from 2.5 to 4 eV. For this range
Fig. 15 shows thatF(Te) is essentially flat. Equation~3! then
shows thatn is proportional toPpl .

In the experiments,Prf is kept constant by a matchin
circuit, but Ppl depends on the circuit losses. LetRc be the
resistance of the antenna and associated circuitry, andR the
plasma resistance. The power delivered to the plasma is

Ppl5PrfR/~R1Rc!. ~9!

From Fig. 9, we see thatR increases from'0.5 to'2.5V.
If Rc has reasonable values of 0.1 to 0.5V, Eq. ~9! predicts
that Ppl , and hencen, will increase between 16% and 66%
at the low-B peak. This is comparable to the 10%–50
variations shown in Fig. 1. Exact agreement, of course, c
not be achieved without detailed measurements ofr and z
profiles and ofRc , and these were not made because th

FIG. 15. FunctionF(KTe) describing the energy required to replenish ea
electron–ion pair.

FIG. 16. Relation betweenKTe andp0 in a low-pressure gas discharge.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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was no theory at the time which called for them. Furth
more, a 2-D code would be necessary to treat these pro

V. APPLICATION TO OTHER DENSITY ENHANCEMENT
TECHNIQUES

At high values ofn and B, the plasma resistance is s
high that essentially all the applied power is delivered to
plasma, and there is no local maximum ofn(B). Nonethe-
less, reflection from endplates can explain previously
tained results on density enhancement by aperture lim
and cusped magnetic fields. In 1992, it was found15 that the
plasma density at given pressure and rf power could
doubled by adding an aperture limiter or endplate behind
antenna, or by shaping the magnetic field so that it diver
sharply behind the antenna. These techniques are illustr
in Fig. 17. Tests were made with endplates that were ei
conducting~carbon! or insulating ~BN!, with or without a
1-cm diam hole in the center. These plates could be pla
downstream of the antenna or within it, where they acted
aperture limiters, or upstream of it, where they acted as e
plates. The optimum position was near the upstream en
the antenna~the short end of the vacuum chamber!, but the
exact position was not critical as long as it was behind
antenna. Density enhancement could also be achieved b
versing the current in the two end coils~Fig. 17! so that the
field lines diverged sharply into the chamber wall~as

FIG. 17. Schematic of limiter and cusp experiments.

FIG. 18. Radial density profiles with and without an aperture limi
~Ref. 16!.
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shown!, effectively making it into an insulating endplate.
slight further improvement could be made by applying bo
techniques together.

The effect of an endplate is illustrated in Fig. 18 for
density above 1013 cm23 at 800 G,16 and the effect of a
cusped field is shown in Fig. 19.15 Both techniques are see
to increasen significantly at the same power. In Fig. 19
curves are shown for different field curvatures with the e
coils turned off or reversed. In either case, the density in
grated over the tube cross section is increased approxima
a factor of two.

When the plasma resistance is computed for the co
tions of these experiments, one finds that adding an endp
actually reduces the loading ifn(r ) is taken to have the
standard shape shown in Fig. 4. It is essential to use
actual, measuredn(r ) profiles, which cannot be predicte
without an equilibrium code. To see how an endplate affe
energy deposition at high fields, we made aHELIC calculation
for the parameters of Fig. 18. The result forP(z) in Fig. 20
shows that the presence of the endplate causes peaks i
collisional absorption and extends the range over which
occurs. The plasma resistanceR increases from 1.21 to 1.9
V.

FIG. 19. Radial density profiles in uniform and cusped magnetic fie
~Ref. 15!.

FIG. 20. Energy depositionP(z) along theB-field for the conditions of Fig.
18, with and without the aperture limiter. The antenna position is show
the bottom left.R is the plasma resistance in each case.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Reflection of helicon waves from surfaces behind
antenna can explain two previously unexplained experim
tal results: the occurrence of a low-field density peak and
factor-of-two density enhancement by endplates and m
netic cusps. These effects can be predicted by cold-pla
fluid codes which include the TG mode and the radial den
profile. The low-B peak, in particular, is of interest for desig
of efficient reactors used in plasma processing.
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